Abstract. We consider a linear Volterra integral equation of the second kind with a sum kernel Kpt 1 , tq " ř i K i pt 1 , tq and give the solution of the equation in terms of solutions of the separate equations with kernels K i , provided these exist. As a corollary, we obtain a novel series representation for the solution with much improved convergence properties. The error resulting from truncation of this series can be made as small as desired at any truncation order in a trade-off with increased computational complexity upon tuning a certain parameter. As a byproduct, we obtain a novel product integral representation of the solution with respect to a convolution-like product. We illustrate our results with examples, including the first known Volterra equation solved by Heun's confluent functions. This solves a long-standing problem pertaining to the representation of such functions. The approach presented here has widespread applicability in physics via Volterra equations with degenerate kernels.
1. Introduction. In this expression g and K are arbitrary functions of two time variables, g being termed the inhomogeneity and K the kernel of the equation, respectively. Such equations are of paramount importance in physics, e.g. in designing quantum computing applications [9, 1, 20, 14] . In this case the desirability of analytical expansions for the solution is such that purely numerical approaches are of secondary relevance.
In this work, we focus on a particular type of kernels, which we call sum kernels, which can be expressed as Kpt 1 , tq :"
and such that the solutions of all the separate Volterra equations with kernels K i exist. A widespread example of sum kernels of particular interest are the separable kernels (also called degenerate kernels), for which all the K i satisfy K i pt 1 , tq " a i pt 1 qb i ptq. From an analytical point of view, inhomogenous linear Volterra equations with general sum kernels are solved indirectly through transformations mapping the equation into a system of coupled linear differential equations with non-constant coefficients [2, 6, 12, 11] . The solutions of such systems are in fact themselves non-obvious. To make matter worse, this process is circular, pointless and unsatisfying for (quantum) physics applications for which the Volterra equations originate from reductions of an initial system of coupled linear differential equations! To the best of our knowledge, whenever i ą 1 there is no known closed analytical form for the solution of a linear Volterra integral equation of the second kind with arbitrary 2 sum kernel, even in the simpler cases of a separable kernel such that all K i are bounded and smooth functions in both t and t 1 . In all likeliness, such a form does not in general exist since examples where the solution is a higher transcendental function have already been found [19] .
In any case, the best possible analytical approach is therefore to provide a series representation of the solution with 'good' convergence and truncation properties. Taylor polynomial expansion have been proposed [15] but the Neumann series obtained via Picard iteration gives a simpler starting point in this quest, as it is amenable to exact, systematic re-summations based on set theory. It is the purpose of this note to present the resulting re-summed series. For the many numerical techniques developed so far to solve Volterra equations as well as theoretic considerations pertaining to the existence uniqueness and smoothness of the solutions, we refer to [10, 7] .
1.2. Standard Neumann series formulation of the solutions. It is convenient to introduce first a short hand notation for integrals such as the one appearing in Eq. (1.1). We designate by˚-product a convolution-like product between two functions f and g of two time variables
The˚-product is also well defined for functions which depend on less than two time variables. Let f pt 1 q depend on only one time variable and gpt 1 , tq be as above. Theǹ
gpτ, tqdτ and`g˚f˘pt 1 , tq " ş t 1 t gpt 1 , τ qf pτ qdτ. In other terms, the time variable of f pt 1 q is always treated as the left time variable of a doubly time dependent function. These definitions extend straightforwardly to constants.
It is well known that linear Volterra equations of the second kind are solveable using Picard-iterations [18, 6] . The underlying principle is simple: noting that, in -product notation, the equation takes on the form
we deduce that f " g`K˚f " g`K˚pg`K˚f q " g`K˚g`K˚K˚f "¨¨C ontinuing this process yields the Neumann series representation of the solution
with the understanding that K˚0 " δpt 1´t q is the Dirac delta distribution. The same solution holds for matrix-valued Volterra integral equations of the second kind, where the functions f , g and K are time-dependent matrices F, G and K. In physical contexts, this was first uncovered by F. Dyson [4] , who called the solution H the time-or path-ordered exponential of G. These objects are of fundamental importance in the field of quantum dynamics, the time-ordered exponential of the Hamiltonian operator dictating the evolution of a quantum system driven by time-varying forces. There, the question of solving Eq. (1.1) with separable kernels is crucial [5] .
The solution presented in Eq. (1.2) can also be cast as a˚-resolvent [10, 18, 6] , that is f " p1˚´Kq˚´1˚g, (
with 1˚:" δpt 1´t q, and the inverse is taken with respect to the˚-product. This follows from the observation that the Neumann series Eq. (1.2) is convergent provided K is a bounded function of time over the time interval of interest. Together with the form of Eq. (1.2), Eq. (1.3) above shows that the whole difficulty in calculating f " R K˚g lies in finding the˚-resolvent of K, denoted from now on R K :" p1˚´Kq˚´1.
A˚-resolvent such as R K itself satisfies a linear integral Volterra equation of the second kind with kernel K and inhomogeneity 1˚" δpt 1´t q, as implied by the usual properties of resolvents. Indeed, since K˚R K " R K´1˚, we have
While the Neumann series representation of R K " δ`K`K˚2`¨¨¨is guaranteed to exist and converges for bounded kernel K, the speed of convergence and quality of the analytical approximations obtained by truncating this series can be very poor. Fortunately, generic properties of˚-resolvents allow exact and systematic re-summations of this series that not only speed-up its convergence but ultimately express R K in terms of the˚-resolvents R Ki whenever Kpt
This approach is particularly very suited to separable kernels for which K i " a i pt 1 qb i ptq and thus every R Ki is known exactly.
Background.
2.1. Properties of ordinary resolvents. Let us start by coming back to basic properties of resolvents and inverses. For example, considering an ordinary inverse and u and v two formal variables. We have
so that an immediate iterative approach to calculating 1{p1´u´vq is
(2.1b) This iteration leads to the formal series,
.
All of these results hold true for resolvents with respect to the˚-product with the caveat that, lacking commutativity, we must choose an order for the terms. Because no choice is special owing to the u, v exchange symmetry of the resolvent, all choices lead to equally valid results.
Consequences for˚-resolvents.
Inspired by the observations above, we may express the˚-resolvent R u`v of a sum of functions u`v in terms of R u and R v . This directly generalises to any number of functions.
Theorem 2.1 (Expansion of˚-resolvents). Let u and v be two functions of two time-variables over I 2 Ď R 2 such that R u :" p1´uq˚´1, R v :" p1´vq˚´1 and R u`v :" p1´u´vq˚´1 exist. Then
That is, R u`v is solution of an inhomogeneous linear Volterra integral equation of the second kind with kernel pR u´1˚q˚p R v´1˚q and inhomogeneity R u˚Rv .
Corollary 2.2. Let u, v and R u , R v and R u`v be as in Theorem 2.1. Then we have the re-summed Neumann series
convergence of which is guaranteed whenever u and v are bounded over
The advantages of the above Theorem for calculating˚-resolvents are as follows:
i) It extends immediately to any number of functions in the overall resolvent R u`v`w`¨¨¨" p1´u´v´w´¨¨¨q˚´1; ii) It necessitates only˚-resolvents of single functions such as u and v, a huge advantage in the case of degenerate kernels; iii) It provides a fully explicit series which is a re-summed form of the Neumann series; iv) It yields a dramatic improvement of the convergence speed over the original Neumann series, see §3.1 and the examples of §4. v) It gives rise to a new formal representation of the solution as a˚-productintegral, see §3.2. vi) It remains valid should all functions u, v,¨¨¨be matrix-valued 3 ;
Proof. To establish the Theorem, it suffices to observe that the˚-resolvent
is the characteristic series of the Kleene star of the set tu, vu. But this Kleene star is given in terms of itself by
where ǫ is the empty symbol and˝stands for the concatenation of sets a˝tb, cu " ta˝b, a˝cu. The advantage of this general proof is that it establishes an equivalent of the Theorem for any product, not just the˚-product. This includes the ordinary matrix product, for which the Theorem provides a general mean of expressing the resolvent of sums of matrices in terms of the individual matrix resolvents. The equivalency between the two forms presented in Eqs. (2.2) and Eqs. (2.3) follows from the observation that u˚R u " R u´1˚a nd similarly for R v .
Remark 2.1. The formulation of Theorem 2.1 lacks u, v exchange symmetry contrary to the initial˚-resolvent. This is because we chose an explicit order for the terms. A further improvement is possible upon using explicit symmetrisation over all possible orders whenever u˚v ‰ v˚u.
3. Main result: application to Volterra equations. We may now simply adapt this general result to the specific purpose of extending˚-resolvent of arbitrary separable kernels solely in terms of˚-resolvents of singly separable kernels which have the analytical closed form of Proposition 3.2:
Let f pn´1q be the series as above truncated at order n´1 ě 0. The truncation error is exactly
Proof. The Proposition is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.1. Concerning the error term at order n, take the iterative form of Eqs. (2.1). Note that since K is assumed to be a sum resolvent, all the˚-resolvents R Ki , 1 ď i ď d exist by definition of sum resolvents.
Corollary 3.1 is well suited to separable kernels as in such cases all R i are exactly available. Recall that a separable kernel takes on the form
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all a i and b i are bounded and smooth over I. Although these conditions can be relaxed following [10] , they are satisfied in e.g. all quantum physics applications. Now, choosing K i " a i pt 1 qb i ptq, all˚-resolvents R Ki are exactly available. The closed form of R Ki is almost certainly already known although we could not locate it in the literature. We provide it here with a proof for the sake of completeness. Proof. We proceed by induction on the Neumann series f "`ř n K˚n˘˚g. Convergence of this series is guaranteed whenever a and b are bounded over I, however existence of the final form for f is clearly independent from this assumption. In this situation this form can be understood as the analytic continuation of the original Neumann series.
The proposition to be shown is
We have K˚0 " 1˚and obviously K˚1 " K, which provides P 0 and P 1 . Now supposing P n true,
where the apτ q term comes from K˚npτ, tq, while the Kpτ q comes from Kpt 1 , τ q. Since apτ qbpτ q " α 1 pτ q, we have
This establishes the implication P n ñ P n`1 and since P 1 holds, P n is true for all n P N˚. Then ř ně0 K˚n " 1˚`Ke α and f is obtained upon˚-multiplying by g on the left.
Following Aristotle who said that "for the things we have to learn before we can do, we learn by doing", it is essential to present examples of applications of the above approach. These are presented in Section 4 in ascending order of difficulty. In the remainder of the present section, we give the convergence analysis of the re-summed series as well as the product integral representation of h.
Convergence analysis.
Here we suppose all functions K i appearing in the kernel K " ř d i"1 K i are bounded over I so as to guarantee convergence of the original Neumann series. 
which comes from the observation that the error comprises n,˚-products. This bound is saturated by the constant kernel Kpt 1 , tq " C. For the re-summed series presented here, the error produced by truncating the re-summed series at order n´1, n ě 1, is
Let C i :" sup t 1 ,tPI 2 K i pt 1 , tq then C i ď C and r Ci :" sup t 1 ,tPI 2 |R i´1˚| exists as Given the product pd´1qpn´1q in the factorial of the denominator, the bound of Eq. (3.3) is a major improvement over that provided by the Neumann series when d is large. This acceleration of convergence is further enhanced if C{d is on the order of 1 or less so that r C " 1. But it is always possible to choose d to be large enough for both of these enhancements to take place: it suffices to consider K to be a sum of d pieces (e.g. identical copies K i " K{d). This makes the error as small as desired for any order n. In particular, the limit d Ñ 8 yields exact results even at the 0th order: it is a product integral representation of the solution, presented below. For concrete applications, this procedure will be a trade-off: as d grows, the computational complexity of any order f pnq increases while the convergence to f gets ever better.
Formal representation as product-integral.
In this section, we present a formal representation of the solution h as a continuous˚-product. For a general background on the concept of product integration and the role Vito Volterra played in its inception, we refer to [16] .
We remark that while representations of the solution of linear Volterra equations of the second kind called product-integration methods do already exist, they should not be confused with the formal approach described here. Rather, they are techniques employed to numerically integrate ill-behaved kernels, rely on time discretisation and use the ordinary product [10] . In contrast, our aim is to establish a formal description of the solution as a˚-product integral.
Let Kpt 1 , tq be a bounded kernel. Let d P N˚, ǫ :" 1{d and K ǫ pt 1 , tq :" ǫ Kpt 1 , tq. Seeing Kpt 1 , tq as comprising a sum of d kernels, the 0th order of the re-summed series for the solution f of f " g`K˚f is
and by Eq. (3.3), lim ǫÑ0 f p0q " f . This result is also immediately verifiable with
The last equality follows from the observation that g`K˚g`K˚2˚g`¨¨¨is the Neumann series representation of f .
In the limit d Ñ 8, the˚-product of Eq. (3.4) is a product-integral in the sense originally developed by Volterra [16] . Formally we have:
1 , tq and f pt 1 , tq be two functions of two time variables t, t 1 P I. Then the solution of the inhomogeneous linear Volterra integral equation of the second kind h " f`g˚h is f "
The proof is already given by Eqs. Let a and b be two constants and Kpt 1 , tq :" a`b be the kernel of the homogenous linear Volterra equation of the second kind f " 1˚`K˚f , where we recall that 1˚" δpt 1´t q. The exact solution is of course
The ordinary Neumann series for this solution is the Taylor expansion Here we give two Volterra equations of the second kind for which Heun's confluent function is the solution, implying two infinite series of integrals converging to Heun's function via Corollary 3.1.
We start with the work of Xie and Hai [19] , who considered the system of coupled linear differential equations with non-constant coefficients,
where f ptq :" f 1 sinpωtq and f 1 , ν and ω are real parameters originating from a quantum Hamiltonian. The authors showed that this system is equivalent to Heun's equation, hence is solved by certain Heun confluent functions, here denoted H c . For example, for aptq we have [19] ,
where c 1 and c 2 are constants determined from the initial conditions and α :" 2if 1 {ω, β " γ "´1{2, δ " if 1 {ω and η "´if 1 {p2ωq`3{8´ν 2 {p4ω 2 q. The system of Eq. (4.1) is easily mapped into a homogenous linear Volterra equation of the second kind via the method of path-sum [5] . This gives, for c 1 " 1 and c 2 " 0, 
Conclusion.
In this note, we presented a novel, analytically calculable series for the solution of inhomogenous linear Volterra equations of the second kind with arbitrary sum kernel. Equivalently, we expressed the solution of the equation f " g`K˚f with kernel K " ř i K i in terms of the solutions of the equations f i " δ`K i˚fi . These results originate from exact re-summations of the Neumann series expression of the solution. They completely bypass the standard strategy consisting in turning the Volterra equation in a system of coupled linear differential equations with non-constant coefficients, with the aim of producing explicit, computable, analytical expressions. As a corollary, we also obtained a formal representation of the solution as a continuous˚-product. We illustrated our results with several examples, including a novel series representation of Heun's confluent functions.
